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The further improvement of gas turbines requires the development of cooling technique 
with reduction of cooling air mass flow rate as well as the increase of the turbine inlet 
temperature. The theoretically most effective air cooling method is the transpiration cooling, 
which will be expected to reduce the cooling air mass flow rate. In the present study, the 
two-dimensional flow within the turbine cascade made by the porous media was analyzed 
numerically by the CFD code. The calculations were performed in order to examine the influence 
of the porosity of the porous media on the cooling efficiency. The results revealed that the 
cooling efficiency was strongly influenced by the porosity of porous media. 
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Fig.1 Model configuration and computational grid 
 
































各種の境界条件とその設定位置を図 1 および表 1
に示す．主流の入口境界条件としては全圧 Ptm を


























4.1 PM1 の空隙率ε1の効果 
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では Cps が前縁および圧力面の大部分で負の値を示














Table 2 Calculation condition for effect of ε1 
(M=0.015,Dp1=0.05mm) 
       
 
  
Fig.2 Static pressure difference coefficient distribution 
 
      
Fig.3 Cooling efficiency distribution 
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